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Software is transforming the automotive world

The future of mobility promises nothing short of seamless, automated,
personalised travel on demand.

V

ARIOUS ELEMENTS OF the extended auto-

Reinventing the wheel:
New architecture and
platform strategies

motive ecosystem are combining to realise
that dream sooner than expected, meaning

that incumbents and newcomers to the automotive
industry need to move at top speed. Deloitte’s

Future of Mobility series (e.g., The future of mobil-

Vehicle developers today face obvious challenges

ity: What’s next? and Forces of change: The future

in terms of technological advancement, but

of mobility2) has laid the groundwork for a discus-

longstanding obstacles are also presenting new

sion of the broader impact of future mobility

problems. It’s clear that on-board processing

solutions on industry, government, society and con-

power and data flow capacity need to increase

1

nected stakeholders. With this technically oriented

massively, mostly to process data from advanced

article, we address an emerging group in this land-

driver assistance systems (ADAS), in-vehicle

scape: pure-play software (software-only)

infotainment (IVI) and information systems (such

companies, which gain importance with every new

as head-up displays), as well as manage battery and

product or process that incorporates software;

energy levels. But as automated driving function-

automotive solutions are firmly part of

ality ascends even further (Level 3 and higher,

this equation.

as shown in figure 1), this processing workload
will demand even more. Near-universal connec-

When Silicon Valley’s major technology companies

tivity in future mobility scenarios will require

entered automotive markets, they instilled the

vehicles to communicate with other vehicles,

concept of a software-driven electric and electronic

infrastructure, and cloud services with minimal

(E/E) vehicle architecture into the automotive in-

latency. Additionally, this connectivity must show

dustry – significantly affecting the strategic agenda

vigilance with regard to cyber-security threats.

of traditional original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs). Industry titans announced that future

Consequently, a new type of electronic architecture

market differentiators would be software-driven

is evolving: from distributed function-specific

product and service innovations. Autonomous

electronic control units (ECUs) to a handful of

driving is one of the most prominent examples of

domain-specific control units (DCUs) and – as

advanced software development and a key enabler

the target-state vision – to only one central, or a

for radical change in the mobility ecosystem.

few zone-oriented, domain-independent vehicle
computers (VCs) with cloud connectivity (figure 2).

However, there are a few challenges presented

Near-universal connectivity
in future mobility scenarios
will require vehicles to
communicate with other
vehicles, infrastructure, and
cloud services with minimal
latency.

by the ever-evolving arena of autonomous
driving, which this article breaks down into
four categories. By confronting these pain
points, pure-play software companies can deftly
position themselves in the automotive industry
supply chain, helping steer the E/E revolution.
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FIGURE 1

Autonomous driving levels – Where are we today?
LEVEL 0
No system

LEVEL 1
‘Feet-oﬀ’

LEVEL 2
‘Hands-oﬀ’

LEVEL 3
‘Eyes-oﬀ’

LEVEL 4
‘Brain-oﬀ’

LEVEL 5
No driver

No automation

Driver
assistance

Partial
automation

Conditional
automation

High
automation

Full
automation

ZZ Z Z

Driver
completely in
charge

<2000

Driver in
charge of
lateral control

Driver is in
monitoring
mode at all
times

Vehicle takes
over other
tasks

Vehicle in
charge of
lateral and
longitudinal
control in
speciﬁc
situations

2000+

2010+

Driver needs to
be ready to
take over as a
backup system
Vehicle in
charge of
lateral and
longitudinal
control in many
situations;
warns driver in
a timely
manner

2021+

ZZ Z Z Z Z

Driverless
during deﬁned
use cases
Vehicle in
charge of
lateral and
longitudinal
control in many
situations;
minimized risk
of accidents

2025+

Vehicle in
charge of
lateral and
longitudinal
control in all
situations;
according to
use case, no
steering wheel
and/or pedal
required

2030+

(Expected) Start of commercial pilots and/or market introductions by established players
Source: Deloitte research, SAE International 2014.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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FIGURE 2

Development towards domain centralised E/E architectures
Electronic control units (ECU)
Zone ECU or central computer

Optional ECUs (e.g., central gateway)
Functionalities

Domain control unit (DCU)

Central vehicle computer
Cloud connectivity

Infotainment
Central vehicle
computer

INCREASING SOFTWARE VALUE-ADD

Cloud connectivity

Cloud connectivity

Power- Body/ Chassis
train comfort

Zone ECU
Front left

Zone ECU
Front right

Central
computer

Central
computer

Zone ECU
Rear left

Zone ECU
Rear right

Sensors

Actuators

...

Drivetrain

...

Distributed E/E architecture
(cross-domain connection)

Domain-centralised
E/E architectures

Zone-based
E/E architectures

CONVENTIONAL
(2010+)

CURRENT STATE OF THE ART
(2020+)

Vehicle-centralised
E/E architectures
FUTURE
(2025+)

Source: Deloitte research, Bosch Automotive Electronics.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

One might think that establishing such integrated

Regardless of this limitation, developers can’t

platform architectures should encourage the re-use

deny the advantages of reusing software, and they

of software applications. Consider the analogy of a

persist in their efforts to standardise platforms to:

personal computing application: A photo editor is
developed, tested, verified and validated once, but

• enable application development that is indepen-

deployed many times on various hardware config-

dent of the start of production (SOP)

urations (such as an individual’s home PC, or over
the cloud), based on well-defined standard inter-

• provide software updates over-the-air (OTA)

faces. Now consider conventional distributed E/E

and thus de-couple application/platform

architectures…this simple concept can’t be applied

improvements from expensive physical recalls

in that case because each application is developed

during a vehicle’s life cycle

as a monolithic, embedded system. It works in the
vehicle it was designed for but can’t be reused in

• increase scalability by standardising hardware

another vehicle or domain without major rework.

components that no longer feature OEMspecific hardware characteristics
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The shifting gears of
OEM requirements and
value-chain dynamics

• potentially open up application development to
third parties with strong software-engineering
expertise but no previous automotive
hardware experience.

Establishing standardised platforms leads to
gradually replacing classic components that feature

The last aspect, in particular, leads us back to
our initial question about whether developments

function-specific, embedded, monolithic software.

will open up opportunities for pure-play software

Instead, more separated hardware and software

companies in the automotive industry. Some

development modes are ideal – ones that are clearly

OEMs and large automotive Tier-1 suppliers

defined by standard interfaces allowing for easy

have already outlined their thoughts on this

integration, similar to a plug-and-play approach.

point, as described in the next section. The

Platform concepts, derived from Silicon Valley-

demand for software expertise is growing, but

inspired consumer electronics and software system

there is a general shortage of capabilities and

architectures, are being introduced by OEMs, Tier-1

people with the right skill sets, both in-house and

companies and other key players in the automotive

externally, which reveals strong potential points

E/E field. Potential new players can look to these

of entry for pure-play software companies.

concepts for an idea of where to tap into new
business opportunities in the future (figure 3).

Demand for software expertise
is growing, but there is a general
shortage of capabilities and
people with the right skill sets.

With their traditionally dominant role in the value
chain, automotive OEMs are attempting to maintain the role of key orchestrators. In this context,
some have publicly outlined their hypotheses for
future strategic sourcing and partnership strategies.

FIGURE 3

Example of a vehicle software platform concept3
Legend: ASIL – Automotive Safety Integrity Level, ADAS – Advanced Driver Assistance System,
CPU – Central Processing Unit, GPU – Graphics Processing Unit, APU – Accelerated Processing Unit, Hypervisor:
A process (software, ﬁrmware, hardware) that creates and runs virtual machines. Also known as virtual machine
monitor (VMM).

SECURE CLOUD
CONNECTIVITY
SAFETY CRITICAL
(E.G. ASIL LEVEL D)
Proprietary OEM applications
(e.g., ADAS/autonomous driving)

NON-SAFETY CRITICAL
(E.G. ASIL LEVEL QM)

Third-party applications
(e.g., ADAS features)

Proprietary OEM apps
(e.g., In-vehicle infotainment)

Safety middleware

Third-party applications
(e.g., HD maps)
Hypervisor

Operating Systems
(partitioned along domains on same computation hardware)
Computation hardware
(CPU, GPU, APU, Memory, …)
Sensors (radars, lidars, cameras), actuators, power electronics, wire harness and other hardware

Source: Deloitte research, Aptiv.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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The four challenges
pure-play software
companies must negotiate

According to Thomas M. Müller, executive
vice-president of R&D for Volkswagen China
and former head of development for electrics/
electronics and Car-IT at Audi, they’re aiming to 4:

The automotive market is still a tough one for
• bundle OEM-specific functional characteristics

software specialists; many market practices seem to

from formerly separated ECUs as differentiators

be potential roadblocks for pure-play software com-

on the DCU level or (in future vehicle genera-

panies, standing in the way of attractive and vibrant

tions) VC level

market opportunities. But keep this in mind: Passenger vehicles already use four times as many lines

• avoid sourcing black-box embedded systems, by

of code as commercial aircrafts – which is going

which responsibility for hardware development

to increase by a factor of 10,000 in the next few

and software integration stays exclusively with

years.5 OEMs can neither master the giant task of

Tier-1 suppliers

complex embedded software development posed by
autonomous driving alone, nor rely on the handful
of large Tier-1 suppliers holding strong market

• source ‘generic’ hardware components (such as
sensors or actuators) separately from

positions as integrated system suppliers. Bear that

differentiating features

in mind as we examine the following roadblocks,
then delve into strategic options to overcome them.

• get actively involved in chip selection, consider-

1. QUALITY AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
DEMANDING HUGE VERIFICATION
AND VALIDATION EFFORTS

ing strong recent efforts from semiconductor
producers to provide systems on a chip (SoC)

Strict automotive quality standards take into

• develop new capabilities of classic Tier-1 suppliers to transition them from ‘black-box system

account that the life cycle of a vehicle is significantly

providers’ into overall integrators (while still

longer than that of, say, a smartphone. What’s more,
the vehicle’s systems must be reliable in much more

bearing overall product liability for the system)

challenging conditions (such as being exposed to
weather), and stringent functional safety require-

• establish more OEM-proprietary, in-house
capabilities in the fields of application software,

ments apply, as outlined in ISO standard 26262. A

functions and services, as well as semiconductor

great number of software-supported vehicle func-

know-how

tions occur frequently (e.g., braking) or are hard
to control (e.g., emergency braking on an icy road)
and can result in severe incidents, such as pas-

• in parallel, strengthen working models and com-

senger injuries; they must be precisely engineered.

mercial models with specialised software
suppliers and software developers.

ASIL risk classifications dictate software safety
This is how (some) OEMs plan to make the ‘smart-

requirements with which OEMs and suppliers

phone on wheels’ a reality – with the help of their

must comply. In our experience, the cost of

value-chain partners, and there does seem to be

integration, testing, verifying and validating

real automotive business opportunities for software

functions to meet these requirements can

specialists. However, in Deloitte’s experience,

easily amount to 40 per cent, or more, of

and given our knowledge of the automotive value

overall development budgets (from the start

chain, there are still a few significant obstacles to

of development to the start of production).6

be overcome before achieving vibrant, sustainable,
software-only markets in the automotive industry.
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Upcoming regulations targeting cyber-security risk

positions per piece; a mark-up (margin) is finally

management (for example, the UNECE WP.297)

added on top of that. From an OEM perspective,

add to the already high requirements; from 2021,

this has clear advantages – namely, commercial

OEMs will be required to have certified cyber-se-

control and a strong negotiation position.

curity management systems (CSMS) and software
update management systems (SUMS). To name a

The typical software pricing approach in other in-

few of the necessary actions for OEMs: They will

dustries, such as consumer electronics, works from

have to ensure that suppliers provide detailed

the top down with a value-based pricing strategy.

product descriptions for installed software, from

The price derives from the customers’ willingness

product development all the way to the end of the

to pay for the product or feature. This requires

vehicle’s lifetime, as well as proactive software

software developers to retain intellectual property,

updates and patches to ensure information security.

or risk endangering their competitive advantage,
value proposition and business model. It is exactly

Such industry-specific, regulation-driven require-

this aspect that stands at odds with many OEM

ments pose high entry barriers for new automotive

strategies: OEMs generally view features pertaining

software suppliers. OEM-imposed prerequisites

to driving dynamics (e.g., driving assistance or

for supplier qualification are very strict. And

autonomous driving) as strategic core areas and

once qualified, after a lengthy period marked by

key differentiators. IVI solutions or digital maps, on

significant supplier effort and investment, depen-

the other hand, are generally seen as commodities.

dency on the newly won OEM customer is almost
inevitable, as is the grudging acceptance of more

The alternative for pure-play software companies

and more commercial control imposed by the OEM.

is to act as development partners to OEMs or large
Tier-1 suppliers, based on hourly fees. Although

2. NO CLEAR VISIBILITY OF
SOFTWARE VALUE IN A
VEHICLE’S BILL OF MATERIAL

this is an easy opportunity to generate business, it
is no different from traditional business models of
engineering service providers, and presents pure-

In traditional distributed E/E architectures,

play software companies with little to no potential

procurement of software embedded in hardware

for additional business advantage. It’s more

systems can be measured in cost per piece in the bill

lucrative to focus on higher-margin ADAS feature

of material. The cost of software is not intuitively

development, as elaborated in the next section.

measurable, nor is its value, by piece or even by
vehicle. Typical automotive pricing works from the
bottom up (figure 4): All cost positions are analysed
(more or less) transparently and allocated to cost
FIGURE 4

Top-down vs. bottom-up pricing practices
TOP-DOWN
VALUE-BASED PRICING

BOTTOM-UP
COST-PLUS PRICING (TENDER-BASED)
Sum of
costs

+

Markup

=

Customers’ perceived
value-add

Price

• Traditional
• OEM procurement • Perspective:
automotive standard, preference, as it
bottom-up, i.e.,
based on
ensures commercial
measurable cost
transparent cost
control and strong
calculation
calculation plus
negotiation position
parameters as
markup
starting point

• Typical approach • Basis for pricing
for software
models like
pricing in other
software-as-aindustries (consumer license and
electronics) or
features-ondomains
demand
(infotainment, maps)

=

Price

• Perspective:
top-down
value-based pricing,
i.e., customers’
willingness to pay as
starting point

Source: Deloitte research.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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3. SUBSTANTIAL UPFRONT INVESTMENT,
LENGTHY AMORTISATION

4. LACK OF COLLABORATION
STANDARDS ALONG THE
SOFTWARE VALUE CHAIN

Strong financial stamina is required as an automotive software supplier, given OEM procurement
regulations and practices left over from the days

OEMs, traditional Tier-1 suppliers, new soft-

of embedded software procurement. Software

ware-focused market entrants, engineering

development costs are often considered upfront

service providers and even semiconductor

supplier investments, only compensated along the

manufacturers – they’re all pushing to market

product life cycle as part of the unit price (figure

services and products that involve vehicle software

5). This puts suppliers at significant financial risk,

development. Frustratingly, all potential customers

considering that volume developments may end

of a pure-play software company, mainly OEMs

up lower than initially forecasted. Amortisation

or large Tier-1 companies, are following different

periods of five years are common and a heavy

strategies when it comes to application software.

burden for small and mid-sized suppliers.
Some are developing in-house talent and capabiliFar-reaching product liability commitments are an

ties (for example, BMW’s Car-IT and, more recently,

additional factor to consider. In the past, black-box

Volkswagen’s Car.Software.org8). Some are entering

embedded systems from Tier-1 suppliers were

long-term partnerships or joint ventures with application software specialists (consider e.solutions,

accepted by OEMs for – among other reasons

an Audi-Elektrobit joint venture). Still others are

– clear liability for products. In other words,
somebody had to be the first in line for OEMs to

engaging in classic outsourcing, calling on engi-

claim money back in case of quality or functional

neering service providers for software development

failures. This requires deep pockets, as well as

tasks while the OEMs retain intellectual property

overall vehicle integration and legal expertise.

of the produced source code. Roles in the automotive software value chain remain highly fluid.

FIGURE 5

Illustrative project calculation of automotive suppliers for embedded systems
Product line 3
Product line 1 Product line 2
Remark: Additional amortisation contributions are realised through additional sales via additional product lines
or OEMs.
AMORTISATION PHASE

PROFIT

DEVELOPMENT PHASE
SOP-2

SOP-1

SOP

COST

Development cost
hardware
components

SOP+1

SOP+2

Revenue contribution along
series production ramp-up
(covering product development, material and
manufacturing cost, incl. selling, general and
administrative expense (SG&A) and proﬁt markup)

Development cost
feature
software
SW application
engineering cost

Amortisation
contribution
Year 1

Start of
proﬁtability

SOP+3

Amortisation
contribution
Year 3

Amortisation
contribution
Year 2

Source: Deloitte research.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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The missing link: Finding
opportunity in the automotive
software value chain

To attract software-only players, more stability
of automotive stakeholder roles is needed, and
predictability of what automotive software customers require. For this purpose, standardising
platform concepts for easier (third-party) software

The automotive industry is largely aware of its

integration is crucial, as is establishing indus-

challenges, and traditional players (the potential

try-wide collaboration models and technology

clients of pure-play software companies) are

interfaces to bring OEMs, suppliers, pure-play

working on solutions, to some extent. They’re

software companies and other automotive

aiming to establish industry-wide collaboration

players closer together. Efforts in this direction

standards and solidify clear roles for in-vehicle

so far have included AUTOSAR Classic and

software development, which is in all players’ in-

AUTOSAR Adaptive platforms, and are driven

terests. The same applies to achieving standardised
hardware-software interfaces and interfaces within

mostly by European OEMs and Tier-1 suppliers.

the software stack, which will, in turn, help cut
verification costs by facilitating software re-use.

Without more actions that encourage stability and
predictability, the only feasible commercial model
for pure-play software companies – outside the

Apart from being involved in industry-wide initia-

aforementioned long-term partnerships – comprise

tives for establishing standards, alongside OEMs

service contracts directly determined by hourly

(such as AUTOSAR, as mentioned above), large

development effort. But this model provides little

Tier-1 suppliers are embracing the role of system in-

incentive for software experts to invest time and

tegrators by providing joint software development

money in new automotive-specific solutions. This

and integration platforms.9 OEMs, for their part,

is especially true if they are used to consumer elec-

are also working on new processes and commercial

tronics markets, which are far less regulated and

models to extend traditional OEM-supplier rela-

not as commercially dominated by a small number

tionships and make it easier for pure-play software

of potential business-to-business customers.

companies to deliver their value contribution.10
And that takes us back to our initial question: What
are the sweet spots along the automotive software

The automotive industry is
largely aware of its challenges,
and traditional players (the
potential clients of pure-play
software companies) are
working on solutions, to some
extent.

value chain for pure-play software companies? The
answer is best derived from understanding their potential clients’ needs – for the sake of clarity, we’ll
focus on OEMs. See figure 6 for a simple matrix
illustrating OEMs’ strategic options when it comes
to external support for vehicle software. The y-axis
displays the level of strategic value (differentiation
vs. competitor vehicles) offered by a software
feature or application. The x-axis displays today’s
level of an OEM’s in-house capabilities in this area.
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FIGURE 6

Strategic option framework for automotive pure-play software companies

HIGH

STRATEGIC VALUE/
DIFFERENTIATOR
FOR OEM
Capability development

Core business

OEM: Acquire missing capabilities
quickly and secure intellectual
property of code for market
diﬀerentiation

OEM: Stabilise in-house organisation,
optimise performance and eﬃciency
(along processes, systems, tools, etc.)
or seek partnerships for network
eﬀects

Software co: Consider joint ventures
or other strategic partnerships
ensuring proﬁt-sharing business
model with OEMs

Software co: Help customer
(re-)organise and optimise their
operations (service-based or by
oﬀering development tools, etc.) or
discuss partnerships

Commodity

‘Low-hanging fruit’

OEM: Source ‘oﬀ-the-shelf’ software
solutions for competitive prices

OEM: Seek opportunities to outsource
tasks that add less value and
re-allocate internal capabilities
Software co: Help customer ‘extend
their workbench’ by acting as
software development service
provider (on a time-and-material
basis)

LOW

Software co: Provide products and
solutions, preferably along (e.g.,
per-vehicle) license pricing models

LOW

HIGH

OEM‘S OWN
CAPABILITIES
(STATUS QUO)

Source: Deloitte research.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Core business (high strategic value
and high OEM capabilities):

typically service based (for performance improvement of software development operations)
or license based (for development tools).

Potential automotive clients of pure-play software
companies have already undertaken significant

On the other hand, the prospect of network effects

efforts to build their software competency in

(e.g., a product’s value increases with the number

highly relevant domains. Well-publicised examples

of users) can lead to attractive options for part-

can be found in the area of autonomous driving,

nership with OEMs. Examples include a software

where many major OEMs have invested enor-

company offering access to its consumer electronics

mous resources to build in-house capabilities in

customer base, to enhance the reach of an OEM’s

recent years. But it’s not too late to find attractive

mobility services or IVI applications. Software

entry points for pure-play software companies.

companies should strive to identify such potential
network effects, especially considering their

On the one hand, pure-play software com-

typically much larger private customer base and

panies can share best practices for effective

OEMs’ relatively small fleet sizes (such as for the

organisation design, drive performance in

quality of traffic information or object detection).

agile development settings or offer operational
tools for software development adapted to
automotive needs. Such business models are

10
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‘Low hanging fruit’ (low strategic value
and high OEM capabilities):

A key advantage for pure-play software companies
in this regard is that, in many cases, necessary
investments in automotive-specific product

Potential automotive clients are seeking opportu-

adaptations are not too high. Other advantages

nities to increase the flexibility of their workforce

include the possibility to retain intellectual

(growing without hiring new internal employees)

property, not hand over one’s unique value

or to gradually reduce using their own resources

proposition to the OEM and be able to capture

for tasks that add little value. In this industry,

a potential business advantage in a vehicle’s life

this has traditionally meant a large market for

cycle, by monetising data or via software licenses.

engineering service providers, and OEMs will

Capability development (high strategic
value and low OEM capabilities):

require even more support in the future, such as
for testing, verification and validation of software,
or for coding tasks at the OEM’s instruction (with
the OEM retaining the intellectual property).11

Potential automotive clients have an urgent need

New pure-play software companies have the chance

vehicles remain attractive and unique in their

to secure the low-hanging fruit of this market

markets. This is generally a favourable situation for

with their well-trained and substantial software

pure-play software companies with the necessary

to build new capabilities quickly, ensuring future

development talent – especially while traditional

skills and assets. Strategic partnerships, joint

engineering service providers struggle to build

ventures and even company takeovers are highly

size and capability in relevant areas. However, as

common, spurred by OEMs’ desire to grow crucial

mentioned above, such time-and-material–based

new software development capabilities in house,

business models might offer scant business

and by the lack of standard hardware-software

advantage as compared to, for example, busi-

interfaces in the industry. To name just a couple

ness-to-consumer ventures, in which development

of examples: Volkswagen’s acquisitions of Wire-

resources might be allocated more profitably.

lessCar (a telematics specialist)12 and Argo AI
(an autonomous vehicle platform) with Ford.13

Commodity (low strategic value
and low OEM capabilities):

However, not only large, industry-shaping partnerships fall under this category. Technology

Potential automotive clients seek to source stan-

scouting among smaller, even start-up–stage

dard vehicle software products or services but don’t

software companies has become a standard

regard these commodities as differentiating fea-

process for many OEMs.14 In this context, what

tures for car customers. Examples (naturally, OEM

pure-play software companies should remember

specific) may include software for payment services,

is the benefit of profit-sharing business models.

for subscription management, or for weather,
news or real-time traffic information. Pricing such
essentially ‘off-the-shelf’ software and data products would preferably follow license-based models:
The use of proprietary code or data is remunerated
per vehicle, user or amount of data transmitted.
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Considering all the above pathways for entry to the
automotive industries, there remains no question
about the existence of business opportunities
for pure-play software companies. The race for
future business claims is not yet decided, but
automotive software markets are tough to thrive in,
especially with missing architecture and interface
standards. It’s worth participating early and
actively in efforts to support shaping these future
standards, before consolidation and standardisation activities shut the barriers to market entry.
Traditional automotive giants will not be able to
achieve the transition to becoming data-driven
technology companies by themselves, meaning
their future success in furthering technology
integration could very well lie in the hands
of pure-play software companies. And the
success of those pure-play companies will, in
turn, depend on how well they can surmount
the four major challenges described above.
However, this is a trend affecting not just the
automotive industry. Insurance, healthcare, energy,
media and manufacturing in general are among the
others going through their own digital transformations, which naturally brings the need for increased
software capabilities. As software “is eating the
world”,15 pure-play software companies find
themselves on an upward trajectory with significant
growth potential. Still, there are fundamental
challenges similar to those in the automotive
industry: coping with entry barriers in highly
competitive markets and finding the right spot in
established supply chains and business models.
Obstacles aside, the future looks bright for
pure-play software companies that have the
right mindset and an adaptive business approach. Now if all industry leaders can identify
their own software capability shortcomings
and actively work on solutions that leverage
the potential of pure-play companies, both
sides will enjoy a win-win situation.
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